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Notes 

BCSM has a very positive impact in my life. I came to KC in 1998 when I started MBBS in 
mumbai and born and bought up in kolhapur but I was not in fully devotee and I am totally in 
material and I came to kc by attending programme by gauranga p and gaur gopal pr and 
pankajangri pr always there with us and govind pr also there with us. Initial days I was very 
ideal and protected and when I got married I was in a tough in maharashtra in small village 
very difficult to progress in kc but somehow we are chanting hare krsna and 2007 I came to 
US alone for preparing for exam.

In 2007-08 there was very bad phase in my life and I was able to missing my child gopal, wife 
and my devotees friends in rgm temple. In orlando there is not any association that time. I 
didn’t know any thing, I had accident and it was very bad phase in life. 
I never watched movies before 2003 but in this stage  I took the shelter of youtube, start 
watching movies, cricket highlight and wild life videos and waste hours of hours of time and I 
have burden to study and I get up and completed chanting but didn’t felt to chant and then I 
open my computer and sit watch. I was just praying that I want association of devotees and 
everyone has chanted narsimha prayer and later I got connected to diva prema mataji and she 
invited me to temple bcsm is coming and met bcsm and I was very happy in such a long time.

I still remember what I am wearing.  Bcsm said anyone has question than I raised my hands 
and asked questions I asked him how should I face my challenges in kc.

Bcsm was so understandable.  He told Even bilvamangal thakur had falls down from 
bhava and when there is bhajan kriya start then anartha nivritti and then nishta and then 
asakti. Bcsm told up to the 8 stage of bhav one can fall down. And do the things 
association and never criticized them and do chanting forever and do your sadhana 
properly. U will not fall down

•

He given me hope and treatment which is something doable. Stay in association of 
devotees you will be saved.

•

This given me so much strength  and I took the dust of the lotus feet of bcsm when he 
entered in to car. It given me so much strength to me And then I was able to chant 
properly and also when devotees heard that I was eating outside in a subway then aditya 
narayan pr and divya prema mataji they told me to come here and eat prasad. 

•

In my Lowest stage of my life- bcsm uplifted me up from my lowest incident and saved 
my life.

•

When rnsm was in bcsm - when he was asked the resident of gbc and rnsm don’t want to 
become gbc member, bcsm when he came to rgm after Sunday feast talking with bcsm 
said to rnsm. Maharaja was so happy that I was able to serve to sri sri radha vrindavanath 
and I don’t want to become a leader and I am not very qualified and never want to 
become a leader and at that Bcsm smiled and told rnsm that iskcon needs leaders like 
you who don’t want to be a leaders. And somehow we have convinced rnsm take 
leadership in ISKCON.  And rnsm expressed deep  gratitude to bcsm for encouraging him 
and inspiring him to take a leadership in iskcon. 

•

Those who are the disciples of rnsm - we owe a great spiritual debt to bhakti charu swami 
maharaja because if it was not for him so many things could not happened and so many 

•
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maharaja because if it was not for him so many things could not happened and so many 
things we take for granted could not be happened.  So, bcsm had a great influence in my 
life and in life of my spiritual master and for this I am very very grateful to His Holiness 
bhakti charu maharaj.

Thank you very much 
Hare Krishna
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